
Who is considered as the best cs player of 
all time? 

This can be regarded as a very popular question among a lot of fans and followers of this game. 
As we all know, this game is extremely popular and when it comes to the best player, different 
people might have different guesses. Some might even have their own personal favorites. Here, 
we will discuss in detail about the best cs player of all time. Now, most of us might have a clear 
idea regarding this particular game. But at the same time, there might be a lot of people out there 
who are hearing about this game for the very first time. Here, we will be providing a brief overview 
regarding this game. Thereafter, we will be looking at the best player of all time. Thus, this 
discussion can be considered as extremely beneficial for all the fans and followers of this game. 
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Introduction to this game

Counter-Strike (CS) can be regarded as a series of multiplayer tactical first-person shooter video 
games. In these games, teams of terrorists battle to perpetrate an act of terror. These include 
bombing, hostage-taking, assassination, etc. The counter-terrorists try to prevent this act of terror. 
Their activities mostly include bomb defusal, hostage rescue, escort mission, etc. At the end of 
each round, the players are usually rewarded. The reward is based on their individual 
performance. They are given in-game currency to spend on more powerful weapons in subsequent 
rounds. The winning rounds help in gaining more money than losing. In addition to that, completing 
objectives such as killing enemy players gives cash bonuses. At the same time, uncooperative 
activities, such as killing teammates, results in a penalty. As per reports, this series began on 
Windows in 1999 with the release of the first game that was called Counter-Strike. 



Nicolai ‘Device’ Reedtz, the best cs player of all time

He is regarded as an extraordinary player and has won an astounding four Majors, been a 19-time MVP, a 
two-time Major MVP and been in the top-20 for eight years straight before taking a break last year. As we 
all know, this player hasn’t ever topped the rankings. But, he has been ranked in 2nd place once in 2018, 
3rd place four times (’15, ’16, ’18 and ’19) and 5th place in 2017. Another essential feature of this player is 
that he can also play as a rifler and AWPer. He has showcased incredible performances for more than one 
team. As per reports, last year, he finished with a ranking of 11. It is appropriate to say that he is a brilliant 
player and his characteristics like longevity, versatility, consistency make him the topmost player of all 
time. It is very hard to compare anyone else in the CSGO with this brilliant person. As we all know, he 
hasn’t participated in CSGO tournaments for some time. But still, Nicolai ‘Device’ Reedtz is regarded as 
the greatest CSGO player of all time. No player in CSGO history has received so many honors like him. 
Thus, he is definitely an excellent player and hence, people all over the world love and adore him a lot.



Conclusion

Thus, from our discussion of the topic, it can be concluded that Nicolai ‘Device’ Reedtz is the 
best cs player of all time. Here, we have provided a detailed overview of this game. 
Thereafter, we have discussed in detail about Nicolai ‘Device’ Reedtz. Thus, this discussion 
can be regarded as extremely beneficial for all the fans and followers of this game. It will give 
them a clear idea regarding this game as well as the best player of all time.


